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CANADA, July 21, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Surge in

adoption of cryptocurrency as an investment option has

led to investors relying on Josh Baazov, who provides

guidance in the booming cryptocurrency market.

“You can't stop thing's like Bitcoin. It will be everywhere

and the world will be readjust. World government will

have to readjust." The global cryptocurrency market size

was worth $1.49 billion in the year 2020. It is estimated to

reach $4.94 billion by 2030, increasing at a CAGR of 12.8%

from the year 2021 to 2030. 

There are many companies that can aid investors with

the investment with their strategies and tools. Josh

Baazov is one such name, who is a Canada-based serial

entrepreneur. He has in-depth knowledge in the

cryptocurrency field. If a person wants to invest his hard-

earned money in the right place, then he must get in

touch with him. 

As far as user index is concerned, 2021 reflects a 97%

confidence in cryptocurrencies. The adoption is quite high which is evident from the fact that

cable operators in Canada, retailers in some places are accepting crypto payments. 

In fact, Bitcoin has surged 66% in February 2021. 36% of SMEs in the US accept Bitcoin. Some

biggies that accept Bitcoin payments across the world are:

•	Wikipedia

•	Microsoft

•	AT&T

•	Gyft

•	Virgin Airline

•	Home Depot

Josh Baazov is known for his expertise and helps thousands of people every year. An interested

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.joshbaazov.org/
https://www.joshbaazov.org/
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investor should go through his portfolio in order to

understand his knowledge in this field. As we all

know, cryptocurrency has become extremely famous

in recent years. With an electrician educational

background in Canada, Josh is a serial entrepreneur

and has invested in multiple start-ups like Ecowave,

Mindfly, Terrific.live, and more.

He has great client reviews and innovates constantly

in the high-tech start-up spectrum. Since 2020, he

has overseen the projects of Open Baazov Canadian

foundations, a network of over 20 regional and

national foundations in Canada. The prospects of

cryptocurrency are huge and people are constantly

investing in it because of the hefty returns. There are

multiple firms or investors who can guide with this

genre.  

If a person resides in Canada, then there is a few

news that will ensure him that investment in this

genre is totally worth it. The government is also

moving towards blockchain adoption. Innisfil in Ontario has announced that its authorities will

start to accept cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin for property tax payments.

Blockchain is also used to power a decentralized ledger for information tracking which is found

at the heart of a mobile mesh networking platform. It is done to connectivity among the

Canadian indigenous population.

Cryptocurrency has been in the news for quite some time now and this is the right time to make

the most of this investment type. An investor can witness it multiply manifolds but with the help

of the right guidance and Josh is the right name here. 

Crypto investment is way more complicated than it looks. If a person doesn’t want to take risks

and yet make money, then he must trust someone with a solid portfolio.  

To know more, please click here: https://www.joshbaazov.org/.

About Josh: Josh Baazov is an expert in crypto investment. He provides A-z Solutions related to

cryptocurrency and is trusted by investors for his smart investment strategies. Refer to

https://www.joshbaazov.org/ to know more about him and his achievements.
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